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Your McorpCX Hosts: 
Rajesh Makhija
President, McorpCX 
Digital Solutions Group 

 IT business management, solution development, 
and digital workforce leader

 Former CEO of Mphasis Wyde & Eldorado, both 
Blackstone Group software product companies

 Recognized as 2018 Executive of the Year by 
Stevie American Business Awards

 Previously President & EVP at $1.4B System 
Integration & Technology Services firm Mphasis 
(then an HP company)

Michael Hinshaw
Founder and CEO, 
McorpCX

 A global CX speaker and best-selling author on 
digital innovation and customer experience

 On multiple “Global CX Thought Leaders to Watch" 
lists such as Top 20 CX Leaders to Follow, Top 
Customer Experience Influencers, and more

 A Forbes columnist, he’s also been published and 
quoted in dozens of publications including Harvard 
Business Review, Fast Company and many others 

 Mentor and Richard H. Holton Teaching Fellow at 
U.C. Berkeley’s Haas Business School
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Media recognition for our 
thought leadership

Analyst Recognition as a 
Top 25 global Customer and 
Employee Experience expert

A recognized experience design and activation leader 
with over 18 years of ‘experience industry’ leadership…

Best-selling book on 
Digital Customer 

Experience innovation

“One of the most exciting 
business books I’ve ever read.” 

- Don Peppers
Founder, Peppers & Rogers

Kennedy: Digital 
Customer Strategy and 
Experience Consulting

Forrester: Customer 
Experience Strategy 
Consulting

Forrester: Employee 
Experience Consulting
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McorpCX helps activate customer-centric experience 
transformation–and drive results–in three core areas: 

Applying our proven customer, 
employee and experience 
management techniques, 
playbooks, and frameworks

Transform Experiences

Persona
For priority 
audience 
segments 
or personas 

Journey 
Maps Across 
prioritized 
audience 
journeys 

Blueprints Linked to 
the actions, systems 
and capabilities to 
Improve

Activating CXM

Optimizing, designing, delivering 
and managing Qualtrics and Cisco 
WXM driven VoC systems and 
industry-specific digital solutions

Assessing maturity, defining 
improvements and helping activate 
organizational expertise across 
the 8 best-practice CXM Capabilities

Build CXM Capabilities

Governance Organization 
and Culture

Technology 
and DataMeasurement Processes

Audience
Understanding

Experience 
Strategy

Experience 
Design

CXM 
Capabilities

Helping organizations adopt CXM best practices to 
systematize, scale and consistently deliver better 
experiences, and become more customer-centric 

Understanding
Systematically 
listen to your 
audiences

Insights
Analyze to 
gain audience 
insights, and 
act on them

Journey 
Management 
Optimize and 
orchestrate 
journeys
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Helping leading brands plan for, design, and deliver 
better customer experiences and business performance  

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.airfinancejournal.com/docs/GE-logo(Blue-PMS7455).jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.airfinancejournal.com/default.asp?page=1&hid=184&usg=__avrISnhYWtBbEnDm62DK3C9elyA=&h=473&w=474&sz=76&hl=en&start=1&tbnid=stZAwipW7cw0jM:&tbnh=129&tbnw=129&prev=/images?q=GE+logo&gbv=2&hl=en
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Leveraging proven frameworks, playbooks, and best 
practices to accelerate delivery and time-to-value

Playbooks and Best-
Practice Standards Across 

Key Capability Areas

Enabled through our 
Customer Experience 

Operating Model (‘CXOM’)

CXM Capabilities and 
Maturity Model, and 

‘CX Operating System’

Proven Methodologies and 
CXM Technology Partners 
to Manage Experiences
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Today, we’ll discuss: How the world we 
do business in is changing; What a 
digital-first, customer-centric culture 
means; How leaders get there; 
Benefits for your business, and what 
you can do now; Your questions…
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COVID has radically accelerated digital trends… 

Image: ©Microsoft.com

“We’ve seen two 
years’ worth of digital 
transformation in two 
months…”

- Satya Nadella, CEO Microsoft
Q3 Earnings Report, 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organizations had been planning multi-year digital transformation initiatives since long before the pandemic came around. But COVID-19 became a forcing function for prioritizing and accelerating these imperatives as the markets and customer behaviors shift. The reality is, companies, their employees and their customers went through a couple years’ worth of digital transformation in just a few months. 

https://news.microsoft.com/en-gb/2018/11/07/microsoft-ceo-satya-nadella-on-fuelling-tech-intensity-in-the-uk/
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With human adaptation catching up to digital technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time in history, the ability of people to keep pace with the exponential change rates of technology actually aligned. At the very least, it came close. Not because we wanted to – as humans, change is hard for most of us by nature – but because we had to. To work, to socialize, to be entertained. Almost everything we took for granted about the ways we lived had to be recalibrated with a digital interface of some sort front and center. As I noted, over the last 18 months or so  many interactions shifted to digital formats out of necessity. But even once the pandemic is under control, the new behaviors consumers have grown accustomed to are not expected to change.There’s a reason digital customer service interactions are expected to increase in 40% in 2021 alone, and why the number of channels brands deploy are ballooning from eight to 11 or so, on average…
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Which means we need to catch up, too. 
Because our employees, our customers, 
and our competitors all 
have a “new normal” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pandemic is sure to leave a lasting mark on the shape and feel of how we work and consume products and services; how we buy, use and interact has changed.And while early adopters of digitally enabled work practices were in better shape than most others, what the future will end up looking like is still a work-in-progress. No matter the degree to which COVID-19 affected any specific industry’s ability to compete, it opened many organizations’ eyes to new possibilities — from flexible working to fewer silos, the workforce changes that digital transformation can deliver. Your customers and employees are still figuring out what normal is. And so are your competitors. While there’s no universal guidebook to navigating a situation like this, businesses are doing what they can to adapt to changing priorities—whether that involves completely scrapping and reimagining their go-to-market strategy or putting more focus and resources toward customer and employee retention. 
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In fact, business buyers and consumers expect more and 
better experiences from the companies that serve them

*State of the Connected Customer – Salesforce, October 2020 (3,600 business buyers and 12,000 consumers surveyed)

Business Buyers Consumers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customer expectations have changed – and yes, many of these changes were in the works in 2019... but now these expectations are front and centerSurprisingly for some of our enterprise B2B clients, we’re seeing that the expectations of B2B buyers actually outpace those of consumers. Unsurprising for us though, as we’ve been tracking the fact that business buyers and consumers both are having their expectations set by the best experiences, they believe they get anywhere, from anyone... All this has triggered an inflection point in the drive towards better CX and digital transformation.
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With a digital-first, customer-centric culture and ways of 
working driving business success in the years ahead

“Together, a focus on integrated, digital and customer experience transformation can generate 
a 20 to 30% increase in customer satisfaction and economic gains of 20 to 50%.” 

McKinsey & Company, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the coming decade or so, the winners will be those businesses that tackle the challenges of digital-first, customer-centric business transformation—and successfully execute and drive value as a result.There’s a reason business leaders such as Best Buy, Microsoft, American Family Insurance and others pursue their digital-first and customer-centricity efforts as a fundamental change of mindset focused on the customer, along with operational and IT improvements.Because together, a focus on integrated, digital and customer experience transformation can generate a 20 to 30% increase in customer satisfaction and economic gains of 20 to 50%.As importantly, your business and consumer buyers will demand it. If you don’t get ahead of your market, your competitors and your customers, you’ll fall behind them. 
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Today, we’ll discuss: How the world we 
do business in is changing; What a 
digital-first, customer-centric culture 
means; How leaders get there; 
Benefits for your business, and what 
you can do now; Your questions…
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What we mean by digital first: 
Working through technology 
rather than simply being aided 
by technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A company that recognizes that customers increasingly want digital to be the solution or at least a major part of the solution rather than just an option RM LanguageIn order to truly transform to a digital enterprise, people within the business must adopt a digital-first mindset. A mindset where one instinctively looks for digital solutions first for any opportunity or challenge. A mindset with which one works through technology rather than aided by technology. A mindset that leads one to explore, adapt, and apply new tech. Such a mindset leads to speedier operations where employees often collaborate with others and act in real time rather than wait for action either due to sequential workflows or traditional communication methods. It helps drive higher engagement and transparency, facilitates collaboration, and increases data-driven decision making. It incorporates innovative technologies into business processes. It leads to a digital way of working[Re-write – Not my language] Powered by software, hardware, algorithms, and the internet of things, digital transformation efforts help firms quickly deliver value to customers in more engaging and meaningful ways. To differentiate in the age of the customer, every customer-obsessed company must become a digital innovator — focusing on digital experiences, operations, ecosystems, and innovation — or watch while their customers defect and their markets are disrupted.9› Digital fuels business innovation. Digital native companies like Amazon or Tesla have already disrupted their respective industries. Meanwhile, innovative B2C stalwarts like CaixaBank or The Washington Post as well as B2B giants like General Electric (GE) or John Deere have started to use digital to rapidly reshape their business and drive more customer value. But it’s not just a one-time initiative for these leaders. Successful digital transformations foster a new culture of ongoing business innovation that embraces the principles of design thinking, Agile development, and rapid prototyping. And many, like those at GE, Siemens, and BBVA, leverage new digital platforms that are key to continuously creating new sources of customer value.10Digital leaders must innovate at the intersection of experiences and operations. Digital leaders don’t just bolt-on a pretty digital face. They focus on digital experiences, operations, ecosystems, and innovation. They transform how they interact with clients along the entire customer journey, which presents unique opportunities for every industry. Manufacturers, for example, are digitizing their products and their manufacturing and supply chain processes. Retailers are transforming the role of stores in customer loyalty and engagement. Banks are building digital platforms to embed their services into partners’ services. Successful firms will create full offerings with both the experiences and the operations to support them.
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What we mean by customer-centric: Moving from an 
inside-out to outside-in ways of thinking and operating

Customer
Experience 

Vision

Business
Operating

Model

CXM Capabilities, 
Metrics and 
Measures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outside-in vs. inside outFirst and foremost a culture that puts the customer first .. not just attempting to give the customers what the business thinks they want and need but actually actively and intentionally listening to their customers about what they want and need and how the business is doing in meeting that ask.A customer-centric organization relentlessly focuses its strategy, operations, and budget to enhance its knowledge of and engagement with customers.
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Doing this changes culture, allowing the organization to 
embrace new ways of thinking, working, and competing.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A culture that thinks and acts deeply in delivering on this ask recognizing that different customers want to interact in different ways and you have to meet them where they want and need to be As importantly experimentation to figure out what works and what does not .. for you and your unique customers RM - Organization develops deep customer empathy, become adept at understanding the changing needs of their clients, would understand various ways to use available  technologies including data & customer insights for significantly enhanced  customer experience.RM - Cross functional participants use data & tech to develop a uniform view for each stage of the customer journey, and to ensure no silos & a common focus on customer outcomes. [Re-write – Not my language] Firms That Commit To The Journey Will Win: We have already asserted that customer-obsessed firms have the highest median three-year growth in sales. They have the highest levels of customer satisfaction, and they also have the highest levels of employee satisfaction, creating a virtuous cycle of success. This trend will continue, quickly widening the gap between firms like Delta and USAA that aggressively pursue customer obsession and their competitors that delay. But that doesn’t mean success will necessarily require an all-in, radical, or immediate transformation. Each firm’s journey to customer obsession will be different. Some will be a CEO-led sprint. Others will start smaller as a targeted customer experience or digital initiative that eventually progresses into a companywide transformation. Firms that commit to the journey — at a pace tuned to their competitive environment — will win. Waiting it out, ignoring the problem, or even thinking hard about all the potential places to fail will be a death sentence.More needed
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Which means your people will think and work differently…

LEADERSHIP
Adopting a customer-

obsessed way of 
operating, and a digital 

first way of working

OPERATIONS YOUR TEAM
A workforce with the 

ability, mindset and tools 
to bring the customer view 

to decision making

Modeling behavioral 
change through everyday 

actions, language and 
attitudes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership:Culture is formed with everyday practices, and everyday practices in turn are set through leadership’s behaviors. Institutionalize methodologies and processes like design thinking, agile way of working and data-driven decision making Help form new work habits in the organization, thus leading to a digital way of working.Operations:Adopt a customer-obsessed way of operating And a digital first way of workingEmbrace the disciplines of Customer Experience ManagementYour Team:A workforce that has the willingness, motivation and learning mindset to bring the customer view to decision makingAgile, digital-first and customer-centric mindsets and ways of working A workforce that uses power of customer data, insights & technologies to get a uniform understanding of changing customer habits & expectationsA workforce that can identify pivotal moments in the customers journey, using digital technologies, identify actions which can meet the needs & expectations at those pivotal moments.
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Today, we’ll discuss: How the world we 
do business in is changing; What a 
digital-first, customer-centric culture 
means; How leaders get there; 
Benefits for your business, and what 
you can do now; Your questions…
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While many factors are in play, these six are imperative: 
A clear strategy, defined goals, and a business rationale

Committed leadership, aligned across the organization 

A clearly articulated roadmap to accomplish your goals

Build and operate an insights-driven organization

Maximize the business value of technology and data

Empower, upskill, and motivate your people

1

6

2

3

4

5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital and customer-centric companies consistently outperform their competitionThey have the highest levels of customer and employee satisfaction, creating a virtuous cycle of success. Waiting it out, ignoring the problem, or even thinking hard about all the potential places to fail will be a death sentence.There are many things that these organizations do, we're going to cover 6 that we've seen as being amongst the most critical for success .But that doesn’t mean success will necessarily require an all-in, radical, or immediate transformation. Which means that not all these things can or should be started at once at the same level of fidelity or depth and there is no consistent sequence that works for everyone Every journey is different. Some will be a CEO-led sprint. Others will start smaller as a targeted customer experience or digital initiative that eventually progresses into a companywide transformation. The bottom line is that organizations that commit at a pace tuned to their environment will win. Understand and activate personalization requirements (specifically there are many digital channels and capabilities and different customers – and employees – and partners – want and need different digital capabilities to be effective – with content and capability to achieve what they want the way they want and need)Prioritizing continuous innovation and improvement – digital is evolving and digital needs are too .. but you cant do everything .. understanding what is possible but prioritizing what is preferable for your audiences is critical 
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1. A clear strategy, defined goals, and business rationale

Your Business
Operating Model

Customer and 
Employee Experience

Digital-First

Insights-Driven 

Experience 
Delivered

DIGITALHUMAN

PHYSICAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Set a vision for best-in-class strategiesA clear understanding of ”why”the concrete business reasons why CX transformation is crucial; Benchmark your starting point and create an ROI modelUnderstand how disciplined execution has an impact on the reliability of the experiences you deliverfDefine what great looks like across digital and CX transformation imperatives
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2. Committed leadership, aligned across the organization 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Re-write – Not my language] Traditional command-and-control, siloed functional models drive clear accountability and predictability. They also create long decision cycles and conflicting customer experiences. At customer-obsessed firms, many of these functional silos are giving way to cluster models where smaller, multidimensional teams focus on serving a single customer journey. Often, these teams also stretch beyond the firm’s four walls to an ecosystem of partners that help meet customers’ needs in their context.
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3. Clearly articulated roadmap to accomplish your goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A co-created ‘change vision’ to provide focus and context while driving motivation and willingness in the workforceUnderstanding where you are today, what your culture and capabilities truly are in your business within your customer facing organizations Benchmark your current state, identify gaps between you and best-in-class firms, and in many cases, compare your capabilities against both key competitors in your industry and across industriesGauge how mature you are in each of the CX management competencies and how much discipline it applies to each one.
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…data from multiple sources, in 
real-time

4. Build and operate an insights-driven organization
Answering the 
Questions….

Hindsight

Insight

Foresight

Customer
Insights

Customer
Listening

…across all channels 
of customer interaction

In-Person

Call Center

Mobile

Web

Social

Operational
Systems

IoT Devices

UNIFY 
& ANALYZE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most firms are swimming in data, but they’re only using about a third of it. Worse, they’re not good at translating the result of data and analytics into measurable business outcomes.Our view is that this is because many firms lack the underlying structure of turning insights into action, and lack the discipline to ask the right questions in the right ways – meaning that they link to measurable, desired business outcomes.This is where the imperative to build and operate an insights-driven organization comes into play . An insights-driven business harnesses and applies data and analytics at every opportunity to differentiate its products and customer experiences.These businesses bring insights, not just data, into every decision, it is far more than customer listening – it is a business capability composed of people, process, and technology, and is central to development And operation of a closed-loop process to embed insights in every facet of the business. Insights-driven Organizations don’t rely solely on customer insights, business intelligence, or IT for analytics. The most successful embed closed-loop insights processes into core business functions across different business units, functions, roles and responsibilities .
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Reimagine…

Business Processes…
Innovation…
Automation…
Compliance…
Workforce…
Access…
Customer Data…
Metrics…
Rewards Systems…
Readiness…
Culture…
Go-to-Market…
Customer-Facing Systems…
Experiences…
Partnerships…
Channels…
Employee-Facing Systems…
Journeys…
Interactions…
IoT…
Analytics…

5. Maximize the business value of technology and data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s tech-savvy customers raise the visibility of technology and the opportunities for innovation that come with it. Reimagine business functions leveraging latest digital developments,Incorporate innovative technologies into business processes.They drive speed, innovation and help drive higher engagement and transparency and increases data-driven decision making.Your business technology and data will help — or hinder — your speed to market. Slow and steady doesn’t win today’s race to win, serve, and retain customers. When technology investments are prioritized, they drive speed, agility, and ongoing innovation — which is critical for digital-first, customer-centric firms. 
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6. Empower, upskill, and motivate your people

Heart Mind Skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital enablement and customer centricity engages the entire worker, and empowers the entire workforceFeel – Think – Do. 
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Today, we’ll discuss: How the world we 
do business in is changing; What a 
digital-first, customer-centric culture 
means; How leaders get there; 
Benefits for your business, and what 
you can do now; Your questions…
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For organizations seen as customer-centric leaders…

*Source: Medallia Analysis. Leaders and laggards are defined using the American Customer Satisfaction index

Market Performance of Leaders 
15x Greater Than of Laggards*

Plus… 
 Over a 300% greater lifetime 

customer value…
 Reduced cost to serve…
 Up to 200% greater customer 

and employee loyalty…
 Up to 2.4 times per-customer 

revenue increase…
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For organizations seen as digitally enabled leaders…

23% 
Digitally mature 
companies are

More Profitable
than their less 
mature peers.

64% 
Digital-first 
companies are

More Likely 
to achieve their 
business goals than 
their peers 

71% 
Of digitally mature 
companies say they 
can attract top new 
talent vs. only

10% 
of early-stage digital 
companies. 
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There’s a reason leaders across industries are investing 
in building Digital and Customer-Centric capabilities

Focused on 
customer 
needs and 
digital 
technologies 
in every 
market

Has upskilled 
over 14,000 
customer-
facing 
employees on 
digital

Their customer-
obsessed focus 
has driven a 
60% revenue 
increase and a 
355%+ stock 
price rise.

Gaining 
market share 
with better 
digital & 
customer 
experiences.

Their $4B 
investment 
for launching 
workers into 
the future is 
paying off

With a 
customer 
focus from 
the start, 
today they’re 
also digitally-
driven.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amazon is investing $700M to retrain and digitally upskill its workersLoreal is “Inventing the beauty of tomorrow” from product design to the beauty experience and embracing digital technologies.JPM Chase  has committed $600M to reskilling workers for a digital futureWalmart is accelerating innovation across all channels to become an ecommerce and brick-and-mortar ecommerce leader
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Four things you can begin working on now… 

Build Digital 
and Customer-

Centric 
Capabilities

Engage Key  
Leadership and 
Stakeholders

Adopt Digital 
and Customer-

Centric 
Methodologies 

and Tools

Educate 
and Upskill 
Across the 

Broader 
Organization

Digital-first, customer-centric leaders do many things to get started; 
These are some of the most common.
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Today, we’ll discuss: How the world we 
do business in is changing; What a 
digital-first, customer-centric culture 
means; How leaders get there; 
Benefits for your business, and what 
you can do now; Your questions…
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What questions do YOU have? Let’s chat...
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Michael Hinshaw
1-415-526-2651
mhinshaw@mcorp.cx

Rajesh Makhija
1-646-326-5448 
rmakhija@mcorp.cx

www.mcorpcx.com 

Graham Clark
1-404-660-1609 
gclark@mcorp.cx
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